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Abstract

The behaviour of biological cells emerges from complex patterns of interactions

between genes and their products, known as gene regulatory networks (GRN).

An important aim of biology is to control the dynamics of GRNs, in order to

push a cell towards or away from certain behaviours. This could potentially

be done by coupling a synthetic GRN to an existing biological GRN. In this

work, we use Boolean networks, a methodology for modelling and simulating

GRNs, to investigate the potential for doing this. Our results demonstrate that

Boolean networks can be optimised to control other Boolean networks, and that

the approach scales well as the target network size increases.

Keywords: Gene regulatory network, Boolean network, control system,

evolutionary algorithm
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1. Introduction

Complex networks are all around us: social networks, financial networks,

ecological networks. Because of their ubiquity and their profound effects upon

our lives and livelihood, there has been an increasing interest in controlling the

dynamical behaviour of these networks [22]. However, complex networks have a5

range of properties that make them intrinsically difficult to control [43]. Much

of the existing research in this area has focused on analytical methods, typically

making use of conventional control theoretic approaches. This has resulted in
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control methods that can be applied to certain types of complex network, for

instance those with particular relationships between their structure and dynam-10

ics [22], and those with restricted topologies [11]. In this work, we take a more

empirical approach, using evolutionary algorithms to explore the space of con-

trol interventions, and thereby automatically discovering interventions that are

suitable for particular complex networks.

We consider the control of gene regulatory networks (GRNs) in particular.15

These are biochemical networks that involve genes and their protein products,

especially the transcription factors that allow a gene to regulate another gene’s

expression. GRNs are fundamental to the behaviour of biological organisms,

and control both the internal functions of individual biological cells and the

overall development of multicellular organisms. In recent decades, there has20

been a concerted effort to characterise and map the GRNs of various organisms.

However, there has been relatively little advancement in the control of GRNs.

The benefits of controlling GRNs would be considerable, particularly from the

perspective of medicine: for instance, being able to transition a cell from a can-

cerous state to a non-cancerous state, or being able to target the differentiation25

of a stem cell into a particular tissue type [32, 22].

In this paper, we focus on the use of Boolean networks [29] for modelling,

simulating and controlling GRNs. A Boolean network is a considerably simpli-

fied model of a biological GRN. Nevertheless, there are numerous example of

successfully using Boolean networks to capture the structure and dynamics of30

real biochemical networks [28, 4, 48, 17, 55, 16, 31, 47, 21, 44]. Boolean net-

works have also been adopted as a more general model of complex networks,

and studies of their dynamical behaviour have given considerable insight into

the properties of real world networks [5]. Perhaps lesser known, however, are the

uses of Boolean networks (and computational models of GRNs more generally)35

within the computational intelligence and artificial life communities, where they

are seen as a form of artificial intelligence somewhat akin to neural networks

[39]. An example is the use of Boolean networks as robotic controllers [46],

where they have shown the ability to generate robust control decisions through
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the analysis of environmental inputs—which, in many respects, is comparable40

to the kind of control behaviour that biological GRNs carry out.

The work reported in this paper brings together the different roles of Boolean

networks: using them both as a simulateable model of biological GRNs, and as

a control system. More precisely, we use evolutionary algorithms to discover

Boolean networks that can control the dynamics of other Boolean networks.45

We consider a number of things: the ability of evolutionary algorithms to opti-

mise Boolean networks, the general ability of Boolean networks to control other

Boolean networks, and the effect that topology has on both the difficulty of

the control problem and the ability of the controllers. The eventual goal of this

research is to design controllers for real biological GRNs, and to then implement50

these within biological cells. The use of Boolean networks is appropriate in this

respect, since Boolean logic can be readily refined into biochemical implemen-

tations using synthetic biology principles [45].

This work builds upon initial results reported in [53]. In this paper, we report

the results of a broader set of experiments using significantly larger Boolean55

networks and scale free Boolean networks. We also present first results showing

that our method can control trajectories in a Boolean model of a real biological

circuit. The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 reviews related research in

the areas of Boolean modelling and control. Section 3 describes the methods

used in this work, including a formal definition of Boolean networks and an60

overview of evolutionary algorithms. Section 4 presents results and analysis,

and Section 5 concludes.

2. Related Literature

2.1. Boolean Modelling of Biological Networks

Modelling biological processes using quantitative and continuous mathemat-65

ical models such as differential equations has brought important insights to sys-

tems biology [34, 1]. However, these models are often inefficient when simulating

larger biological networks. This has promoted interest in discrete-valued mod-
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els. One such model is the Boolean network, which models gene expression as

a binary process (either on or off) and regulatory interactions as Boolean func-70

tions (e.g. AND, OR, NOT). The use of binary states and Boolean functions

makes them especially cheap to simulate on a computer. Numerous studies have

demonstrated that, despite their apparent simplicity and high level of biological

abstraction, these models are often able to capture the qualitative dynamics of

biological processes. For example, [28] developed a model of the yeast transcrip-75

tion network, [4] successfully modelled the GRN underlying pattern formation

in drosophila, [16] modelled the quorum sensing circuits of Pseudomonas aerug-

inosa and [31] developed a model of the GPR142 biological pathway in type 2

diabetes. A number of studies have applied Boolean models to cancer analysis,

both by considering specific pathways [47, 17, 21] and through more abstract80

systems-level studies [26, 27]. Many of these studies have carried out an attrac-

tor analysis of the resulting models in order to gain insights into the biological

system’s stable states [4, 26, 17], typically associating these with phenotypes.

In [44], the authors went a stage further and identified nodes whose state would

effect the accessible attractors, in effect identifying potential drug targets for85

preventing the expression of pathological phenotypes. Discrete models such as

Boolean networks have been shown to be equivalent to continuous models when

only the steady states of the system are considered [56]; however, it should

be borne in mind that Boolean networks are not appropriate when a detailed

quantitative understanding of a process is required. For a review of Boolean90

modelling in biology, see [47].

2.2. Controlling Boolean Networks

Finding strategies to control Boolean networks is an important and chal-

lenging problem. The control problem is typically defined in terms of leading

a Boolean network’s trajectory towards a particular point in its state space,95

ideally by manipulating the state of a minimum group of nodes and with the

aim of reaching the target state in a minimal period of time. In common with

the complex networks that they model, Boolean networks have a number of
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characteristics that make them hard to control, including non-linear dissipa-

tive dynamics, multiple stable states and high dimensionality [43]. A number100

of previous works on the control of Boolean networks have been conducted

[2, 11, 51, 33, 32, 43, 22]. Many of these use control theoretic approaches. For

instance, pinning control methods have been used to stabilise the dynamics of

Boolean networks, allowing particular phenotypic states to be maintained [35].

However, in general the control of Boolean networks is known to be NP-complete105

[2], meaning that optimal control techniques can only be applied to networks

of limited size, though polynomial-time algorithms have been developed for

Boolean networks with constrained topologies such as tree structures [2]. To

an extent, the control problem can be made easier by identifying nodes that

have dominant roles within the network (such as hubs in scale-free networks)110

and focusing control interventions on these [36, 32]. This works well for certain

kinds of network, but in general it has been shown that dynamics can not be

determined by structure alone, and therefore that methods based on structural

analysis will not always be effective [22].

2.3. Computation and Control using Gene Regulatory Models115

In addition to modelling biological GRNs, a number of studies have shown

that GRN models can be used to carry out complex computational and control

behaviours that are to some degree analogous to their biological activities (see

[39] for a recent review). Typically this is done by training the model using a

stochastic global optimiser such as an evolutionary algorithm (see section 7) so120

that it generates a particular behaviour. A number of approaches have used

Boolean networks [19, 46, 24, 57], including [46], where a Boolean network was

used for robotic control and [10] where asynchronous multiplexing behaviours

were evolved. Examples using other GRN models include medical time series

classification [40], chaos control [37], games controllers [15] and image compres-125

sion [54]. A number of studies have shown that Boolean networks in particular

have interesting computational characteristics [42, 24], and in situations where

these models have been applied to control, the analysis of evolved controllers
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typically shows a high degree of robustness in comparison to more conventional

controller architectures [46, 15].130

2.4. Implementing Boolean Networks in Cells

Part of the justification for using Boolean networks in this study is the po-

tential for implementing them as optimised control systems within biological

cells. One benefit of Boolean networks, in this respect, is that they are rela-

tively amenable for implementation in biological cells using existing synthetic135

biology approaches. A key focus of synthetic biology has been on implementing

digital circuits within cells, the idea being that this will allow more conventional

computing approaches to be readily refined into biological systems. However,

these approaches also have direct relevance to Boolean networks, since both

digital circuits and Boolean networks are comprised of Boolean logic functions140

that can be implemented as logic gates. Synthetic biology has demonstrated

that logic gates can be implemented in various biochemical forms, including

proteins, RNA and DNA [45, 52, 50]. It is also possible to assemble these logic

gates into circuits, though it remains challenging to implement large circuits

due to crosstalk between logic gates [45]. Other authors have considered the145

potential for using synthetic biology to implement control systems: in [14], for

example, the authors discuss how conventional control approaches may be re-

fined into biological forms and used to control a cell’s GRN.

Another benefit of using Boolean networks is that, because they are relatively

abstract, they are less likely to be susceptible to the “reality gap” that is often150

found in computational modelling. This gap occurs when a model is optimised

under simulation, but then does not function correctly when used in a real world

setting. This is caused either by over-fitting to the simulation, or by noise in the

real world system. Since Boolean networks have few parameters, they are less

likely to over-fit than continuous-valued models of GRNs. Since relatively large155

signal differences are required to cause binary state changes, they are also likely

to be less affected by noise. In this respect, the value of a Boolean approach has

previously been demonstrated in the field of robotics, where Boolean network
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Figure 1: An example of a Boolean network with three nodes.

111 110 100 000 001

011 101 010

Figure 2: State transition graph corresponding to the Boolean network shown in Fig. 1.

abc (t) abc (t+1)

000 001

001 001

010 101

011 101

100 000

101 010

110 100

111 110

(a) Truth table

a(t+1) = bt

b(t+1) = at ∧ ct

c(t+1) = ¬at

(b) Boolean functions

Figure 3: Functions and truth table used by the Boolean network shown in Fig. 1.

controllers were found not to be susceptible to the reality gap [46].

3. Methods160

3.1. Boolean Networks

We consider two forms of Boolean networks: Kauffman’s original random

Boolean network model [29], in which nodes have a uniform connectivity, and
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scale-free Boolean networks, which capture the power law distribution of con-

nectivity which is believed to occur widely in biological networks [7, 3, 6].165

3.1.1. Random Boolean Networks

A Boolean network is a discrete-time non-linear dynamical system repre-

sented as a directed graph G(N,E) composed of nodes, or vertices, V and edges

E [29, 30]. A Random Boolean network (RBN) is a Boolean network which is

randomly sampled from a set of possible BNs, i.e. the node inter-connections170

and the Boolean functions associated with each node are randomly generated

[23, 18] (see Figs. 1–3). The time evolution of a RBN is expressed by a set of

Boolean functions fi, i = 1, 2, 3, .... Each RBN node has a binary state s which

is updated synchronously according to its Boolean function and the states of

the k input nodes that are connected to it. Formally, s(t+ 1) = fi(s(t)), where175

s is a set of network states s ∈ {0, 1}N , t = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ... is the discrete time,

fi : {0, 1}N → {0, 1}. Since a RBN is deterministic s(t+ 1) is only determined

by s(t). The possible number of Boolean functions is 22
k

, and the state space is

finite and equal to 2N in size. Each node has N !
(N−k)! possible ordered options for

k different connections and the number of possible networks is
(

22
k
N !

(N−k)!

)N
. Since180

the state space is finite, states must eventually be repeated, leading to temporal

structures called attractors. An attractor formed by one state is called a point

attractor, and when it is formed by at least two states it is known as a cyclic

attractor. Three dynamical regimes can be observed in RBNs: ordered, chaotic

and critical. Ordered RBNs have attractors with a relatively short period, re-185

peating the same series of states over and over again. Chaotic RBNs have long

periods; although deterministic, they appear random. Critical RBNs also have

attractors with long periods, but these appear to have a complex internal order

which has been associated with computation. In general, the number of attrac-

tors grows with the number of nodes [29, 30, 9]. RBNs with k < 2 tend to be190

ordered; those with k > 2 tend to be chaotic; critical dynamics tend to be found

when k = 2 [23].
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Figure 4: A scale free Boolean network, showing three hubs in grey.

Figure 5: Power Law Distribution (k = [1 − 10], γ1 = 2.0 γ2 = 2.25, γ1 = 2.5). The plot

shows the distribution of connectivities in scale free networks for three different values of γ.

A large number of nodes have only a few connections, and a small number of nodes (hubs)

have a large number of connections.

3.1.2. Scale Free Boolean Networks

RBNs typically have a fixed connectivity k. Real world complex networks,

by comparison, tend to have a scale-free distribution of connectivities. A scale195

free Boolean network (SFBNs) is a Boolean network with a scale-free distri-

bution, or more precisely a connected graph composed of a set of N nodes

{N1, N2, ..., NN} and connectivities (k), or degree, which exhibits a power law

distribution P (k) ∼ kγ [5, 8, 12, 13, 49] (see Fig. 4). P (k) is the probabil-

ity distribution that an arbitrary node of the network is connected to n other200

nodes, and γ is the scale free exponent, or scaling parameter. Scale free ex-
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ponents often lie in the range 2 < γ < 3; however, there are some exceptions.

SFBNs can be constructed by adding nodes incrementally to an existing net-

work (growth mechanism) and by creating new connections to existing nodes

with a preferential attachment mechanism i.e. new nodes will prefer to connect205

to more connected nodes. The probability p that a new node will be connected

to a given node i depends on the number of existing connections of ki that

node i has. The mathematical expression of this probability is: p ∼ ki∑
d kd

,

where ki is the connectivity of node i and d is the index denoting the sum over

network nodes. These two mechanisms explain the existence of hubs, which210

are nodes having connections with many other nodes in the network. Each

node Ni has a binary state, either 0 or 1, and is connected to ki other nodes of

the network {Ni1, Ni2, ..., Niki} randomly chosen from a probability distribution

pinp(k), pinp(k) = [(
∑∞
n=1 k

−γ)kγ ]−1, γ > 1. At each time step a Boolean func-

tion fi(Ni1, Ni2, ..., Niki) taken from a set of Boolean functions F{f1, f2, ..., fN}215

is assigned to Ni, such that for each state of ki other nodes, fi = 1 with

probability p and fi = 0 with probability 1 − p. Each node of the network

is updated synchronously as follows: Ni(t + 1) = fi(Ni1(t), Ni2(t), ..., Niki(t))

and the entire network χ(t) is updated at time t with this dynamical equation:

χ(t + 1) = F (χ(t)), where χ(t) = {N1(t), N2(t), ..., N(t)}. SFBNs are more ro-220

bust to external perturbations than Boolean networks [5]. In [5], Aldana showed

that for most real scale free networks γ ∈ [2, 2.5].

3.2. Evolutionary Algorithms

In this work, we use evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [20] to optimise both

the structure and model parameters of Boolean networks. EAs are a form of225

evolutionary computation that mimic the natural process of Darwinian evolution

in order to solve complex non-linear computational problems. In an EA, a

population of candidate solutions is generated and iteratively evolved to search

over the solution space of a problem (see Fig. 6). Each time a new solution

is generated, it is evaluated using a fitness function that measures its objective230

value (or fitness). This value is then use to select between solutions in the
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Solution (End)

Yes
Stopping criteria? No

Initialisation Evaluation Selection

CrossoverMutation

Figure 6: Evolutionary algorithm general framework

population, using the solutions with the best fitnesses to generate new solutions,

whilst removing solutions with poor fitness from the population. New solutions

are generated using mutation and recombination operators; mutation operators

make small changes to existing solutions, recombination operators join parts of235

existing solutions to make new solutions. EAs are global optimisers (meaning

they are relatively insensitive to local optima) and have much in common with

other global optimisers, such as particle swarm optimisation [38]. There are

various kinds of EA. In this work, we use an evolutionary algorithm with a

vector-encoded solution; in this respect, it is very similar to a standard genetic240

algorithm (GA). It uses standard tournament selection, point mutation and

uniform crossover. See Algorithm 1 for more details.
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Algorithm 1 Training BN with GA

1: P ← {}

2: for popsize times do . initialize population

3: P ← P ∪ {new random BN}

4: end for

5: for each p ∈ P do . evaluate population

6: evaluate(p)

7: end for

8: for maxgen times do

9: P ′ ← {}

10: while |P ′| < |P | do . create child solutions

11: parent1, parent2 ← tournamentselect(p)

12: child1, child2 ← recombine(parent1, parent2)

13: P ′ ← P ′∪ mutate(child1) ∪ mutate(child2)

14: end while

15: for each p ∈ P ′ do . evaluate child population

16: evaluate(p)

17: end for

18: P ← P ′ . replace population with child population

19: end for

20: return P member with highest fitness

12



Algorithm 2 Evaluating a controller BN
1: BNd ← new random BN . controlled BN

2: Sd ← (0, 0, 0, . . .), St ← (1, 1, 1, . . .) . initial and target states

3: t← 0

4: while t within control period do

5: i← 0

6: for each c ∈ Cf do . feedback from controlled BN to controller BN

7: sri ← sdc , i← i+ 1

8: end for

9: for tr times do . execute controller BN

10: update(BNr) . apply each node’s update function

11: end for

12: i← |BNr|

13: for each c ∈ CI times do . apply control interventions

14: sdc ← sri , i← i− 1

15: end for

16: for td times do . execute controlled BN

17: update(BNd)

18: t← t+ 1

19: end for

20: end while

21: correct← 0

22: for each sdi ∈ Sd, sti ∈ St do . compute distance from target state

23: if sdi = sti then

24: correct← correct+ 1

25: end if

26: end for

27: fitness← correct
|Sd|

13



3.3. Controller Evaluation

We use an EA to generate and optimise Boolean networks. The fitness func-

tion (see Algorithm 2) measures how well a Boolean network controls another245

Boolean network. We focus on the task of state space targeting, which means

learning a control intervention that pushes a controlled Boolean network to a

particular point in its state space. This problem is similar to the biological prob-

lem of controlling a GRN so that it moves to and remains within a particular

region of its phenotype space.250

All nodes in the controlled network have their expression state (Sd) set to 0

at the start of the control task, to maximise the initial distance from the target.

For simplicity and clarity, the target state is all-1s, meaning that every node

in the controlled network achieves a Boolean state of 1. This state is no easier

or harder to reach than any other arbitrary state for a particular sample of255

controlled Boolean networks, and is not similar to the max-ones problem in the

genetic algorithms literature. It is probable that, in practice, some controlled

networks will be uncontrollable. Also it is plausible that the solution space

will be hard to traverse for most controlled Boolean networks. For example,

a solution which leads the controlled network to a state of all-but-one nodes260

turned on is unlikely to be proximal to a solution which leads the controlled

network to the optimal state.

In order to avoid bias, we sample the controlled Boolean networks randomly.

This means that, for many of the randomly sampled networks, it will not be

possible to reach the optimum. Instead, it is intended that the fitness distribu-265

tion over a number of runs will give a general insight into the ability of evolved

Boolean network controllers to influence the dynamics of the controlled net-

works, and a measure of the degree to which they are able to achieve this. This

is arguably more insightful than looking at their ability to control arbitrary

Boolean networks derived from the biological literature, whose topologies and270

dynamics may not be representative of the wider class of GRNs.

We consider both RBNs and SFBNs for controller and controlled Boolean

networks. All nodes in the controller network have their expression state (Sr)
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randomly generated. For completeness, we look at each pairwise combina-

tion, i.e. RBNs controlling RBNs, RBNs controlling SFBNs, SFBNs controlling275

RBNs, and SFBNs controlling SFBNs. We consider different sizes of the con-

trolled network in the range [20, 50]. For each combination of controller Boolean

network type, controlled Boolean network type and controlled network size, we

carry out 20 consecutive runs of the EA, each with a (very likely unique) ran-

domly generated controlled network. For controlled SFBNs, scale free exponents280

in the range α ∈ [2, 2.5] are used.

To limit the combinatorial space of experiments, the controller size is fixed at

15 nodes. In previous work, we found the optimisation process to be relatively

insensitive to controller size beyond a certain threshold [53]. This may reflect

a trade-off between the greater computational resources available to larger con-285

trollers and the increased size of the search space that needs to be traversed in

order to optimise them. However, it is also an indication that even relatively

small Boolean networks are expressive, able to generate the dynamics necessary

to solve the control task. This is fortunate, since large Boolean circuits remain

challenging to implement using synthetic biology principles.290

3.4. Controller Encoding and Evolutionary Parameters

An evolved controller is formed by a Boolean network (BN), a set of coupling

terms, and two timing parameters. The controller BN is represented as an array

of nodes, each comprising a Boolean function number (between 0 and 22
k

), an

initial state, and a set of input nodes, where each input is indicated by its295

position within the node array. It has been shown in [23] that an RBN’s capacity

for computation is maximal when it is in the critical regime; therefore, a value

of k = 2 is used for RBNs, meaning that each node has precisely two inputs.

The connectivity of each node in an SFBN is determined by sampling the power

law distribution; for controllers, the number of connections for a particular node300

can change via mutation, so long as the power law distribution is maintained.

The coupling terms indicate the nodes in the controlled BN whose state will

be changed by the controller BN (i.e. the control interventions, CI) and the

15



nodes in the controlled BN whose state will be copied back to the controller BN

(i.e. feedback connections, CF ), see Fig. 7. Inputs to the controller BN which305

are fed back from the controlled BN are always delivered by over-writing the

states of nodes at the beginning of its node array. Control outputs are always

read from the state of nodes at the end of the array. The number of coupling

terms is uniformly sampled from and bounded to the range [1, 5]. The mutation

operator can add, remove or modify coupling terms.310

Two timing parameters are used when evaluating BNs. The first timing

parameter determines how many steps (tr) the controller BN will execute for

each step (td) of the controlled BN, with values above 1 allowing the controller

BN to execute faster than the controlled BN. The second parameter determines

how often the controller BN is executed, in terms of the number of steps of315

the controlled BN. Larger values result in less frequent control interventions.

Both timing parameters are uniformly sampled from and bounded to the range

[1, 100].

Fig. 8 shows an example of how a controller is linearly encoded. In each

run, the evolutionary algorithm executed for 100 generations with a population320

size of 500, uniform crossover (p = 0.15) and point mutation (p = 0.06). These

values were found to be appropriate during initial experiments. A controller’s

fitness is a measure of the distance between the controlled BN’s final state and

the target state, after a control period of 100 time steps of the controlled BN.

This value is calculated by counting the number of 1s in the controlled BN’s325

state at the final time step, and dividing by the size of the controlled BN, i.e.

a value in the interval [0, 1] where 1 indicates the correct all-ones state was

reached.

4. Results

4.1. Controlling randomly sampled Boolean networks330

To provide a benchmark for optimisation, we first measured the natural

dynamics of groups of randomly sampled RBNs and SFBNs, using the same
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(a) Coupled Boolean network and scale free Boolean network.

in0in1in2 out0 out1 out2

out1
out0

in0
in2 out2 in1

Controlled BN

Controller BN

Coupling

(b) Linear encoding used by the evolutionary algorithm.

Figure 7: Boolean network coupled to a scale free Boolean network, also showing the linear

encoding used by the evolutionary algorithm. Grey dashed arrows indicate coupling between

controller BN and controlled BN.
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Coupling

out BN
in SFBN

1 0 2 0

Gene 0

7 1 3 1

Gene 1

7 0 3 4

Gene 4

2 1 2
Time

Coupling

Boolean
function initial

state(BN)

inputs

6

Figure 8: Example of a Boolean network’s genetic representation. The timing and coupling

terms indicate that this network is iterated twice each time it is executed, it is executed after

every step of the controlled network, its control outputs (interventions) are copied to nodes 2

and 8 of the controlled BN, and its feedback (in) inputs from the controlled BN are copied

from nodes 5 and 6.

fitness function used to evaluate evolved controllers. Figs. 9a and 10a show

the fitness distributions in this case, i.e. indicating the fitnesses that can be

achieved when no control is exerted over the target network. This shows that,335

without any control, Boolean networks tend towards a final state containing

approximately equal numbers of 0s and 1s, indicated by a fitness of around 0.5

on average.

By comparison, Figs. 9b and 10b–10d show the fitness distributions achieved

when controllers were evolved to perform state space targeting in randomly340

sampled SFBNs and RBNs. It is clear from these plots that fitness values

are much higher on average when a controller is used, indicating that Boolean

networks can be evolved to guide other Boolean networks towards particular

parts of their state space. However, as expected, most runs do not find optimal

controllers for the randomly sampled target networks.345

It appears that, on average, there is no significant difference in the difficulty

of the control problem regardless of whether the controlled networks are RBNs

or SFBNs. Nevertheless, the fitness distributions for RBN targets are generally

wider, indicating that there may be more instances that are hard to control.

This is not unexpected, since the presence of hubs within SFBNs make it more350

likely that a signal injected into a randomly sampled network would percolate

more widely, and therefore have an effect upon the network’s dynamics. Figs.

10b–10d indicate that the choice of scale free exponent value had a relatively
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(b) RBN controlling RBN

Figure 9: Fitness distributions for RBNs following their natural dynamics and under control.

High fitness values are better. Notched box plots show summary statistics over 20 evolution-

ary runs. Overlapping notches indicate when median values (thick horizontal bars) are not

significantly different at the 95% confidence level. Larger fitness values are better.

small impact on the difficulty of control, at least within the range we considered.

Although not a primary aim of this study, for completeness we also looked355

at using SFBNs to control other Boolean networks. Fig. 11 summarises these

experiments. Surprisingly, these show that it is significantly harder to evolve

SFBNs to carry out control in comparison to RBNs, regardless of whether the

target networks are RBNs or SFBNs. This is rather contrary to previous asser-

tions that SFBNs are more evolvable than networks with uniform connectivity360

[5]. More work is required to understand why this is the case, though it is pos-

sible that it is a problem specific observation, or that it is related to the choice

of evolutionary parameters used in this study. However, it does suggest that

topology is an important consideration when optimising Boolean networks to

carry out control.365

4.2. Controlling a Boolean model of a biological network

The results presented above give a clear indication that it is possible to

evolve RBNs that can influence the dynamics of other BNs by controlling their

trajectory towards an arbitrary target state. However, in real biological control

problems, the target state is determined by the biological context and is often a370
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(d) Control, γ3 = 2.5

Figure 10: Fitness distribution of SFBNs (a) following their natural dynamics, and (b–d)

controlled with evolved RBNs, γ1 = 2.0, γ2 = 2.25 and γ3 = 2.5.

stable state of the system. To give an indication of how well our approach works

when applied to these kind of problems, we evolved RBNs to control trajectories

in a well known Boolean model of the regulatory system governing T helper cell

differentiation [41]. This system has 23 nodes and is known to have three stable

states, or point attractors, which correspond to different cell types. The control375

task (which we adapted from [25]) is to guide a trajectory to a specified stable

state, beginning from an initial, randomly sampled, state. This is repeated

for each of the three stable states, carrying out 20 runs of the evolutionary

algorithm for each target state, with each run having a different initial state.

The same fitness function is used, i.e. the distance from the target state at the380

end of the control period. To give an indication of the difficulty of the task, we

also repeated these runs without control, showing the distribution of distances
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(c) SFBN natural dynamics, γ2 = 2.25
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(d) SFBN controlling SFBN, γ2 = 2.25

Figure 11: Fitness distributions for SFBNs evolved to control RBNs and SFBNs.
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Figure 12: The T helper cell differentiation regulatory system, showing the interactions be-

tween the 23 nodes of the Boolean model. See [41] for details of regulatory functions.
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(c) Stable state 3

Figure 13: Fitness distributions for the T helper cell differentiation control problem, showing

the normalised distances from the target for each of the system’s stable states both with and

without control when starting at randomly sampled initial states.

from the target attractor when the system follows its natural dynamics from a

set of randomly sampled initial points. As before, a controller RBN size of 15

was used.385

Fig. 13 shows the results. It can be seen that the EA successfully finds

RBNs that can control the dynamics of the system for two of the three stable

states. For these two control problems, optimal controllers are found in almost

all of the runs. Whilst the EA did not find optimal controllers for the third

stable state, it did get close, with the highest fitness final states differing from390

the target by only two nodes. This may indicate a deceptive local optimum in

the search space, from where it is difficult to transition to the target state. If

this is the case, then it might be possible to improve the results by using a di-

versity preserving mechanism. Nevertheless, it is notable that none of the stable

states were reached by the system when it was following its natural dynamics,395

indicating that these are not trivial control problems.
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5. Conclusions

Appropriate and efficient control of gene regulatory networks is required in

order to change the behaviour of biological cells. However, previous work in this

field indicates that this control problem is very hard, and can only be solved400

analytically when network topologies have a number of restrictions. In this pa-

per we have shown that Boolean networks, a class of computational models of

gene regulatory networks, can be optimised to control the trajectories of other

Boolean networks using an evolutionary algorithm. We presented results using

both randomly sampled Boolean networks (with uniform and scale-free topolo-405

gies) and a Boolean model of a real biological regulatory circuit. Significantly,

our results demonstrate relatively good scalability as the size of the target net-

work increases. This is in contrast to previous approaches using optimal control

techniques, where scalability has been seen as a major limitation.

Our method has several novel elements, including the use of a generative410

model to produce control sequences, and the use of search-based optimisation

techniques to find control interventions that are suitable for particular target

networks. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of the use of a

closed-loop controller to govern state space targeting within a cell’s regulatory

network. This is significant because, in principle, Boolean models could be415

refined into synthetic biology circuits, providing a potential route to in vivo im-

plementation of a controller. Assuming the resulting circuit could be delivered

to the target cell or tissue, this would enable direct control of disease processes

caused by biological gene regulatory network entering an undesired state, using

the synthetic circuit to guide the network’s trajectory back to a healthy state.420

The use of artificial gene regulatory networks to do this also allows us to lever-

age the observed complexity, robustness and efficiency of these natural control

systems.

In future work, we aim to look more closely at the issues involved with con-

trolling real biological regulatory networks, for instance dealing with stochastic-425

ity and different time sales. We will also look more closely at how the optimised
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controllers achieve control, and use this knowledge to improve wider understand-

ing of how to control complex dynamical networks.
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